
 

  

Mellanox Bulls Undeterred from Sell-Off, See Upside Ahead 

Ticker/Price: MLNX ($94) 
 

Analysis: 

Mellanox (MLNX) with nearly 600 January $85 calls opening today from $2.45 up to $2.85 and follows 1,000 February 

$95/$105 call spreads bought on Friday and the March $95/$105 call spread bought 3,500X. MLNX still has 1,225 March 

$90 calls in OI as well from buyers. Shares dipped back to the 200-EMA last week and gap above $85 measures back to 

$90 in the short-term. MLNX is in a strong long-term trend with channel upside to $100+ from the late 2017 lows. The 

$4.92B semiconductor trades 14.12X earnings, 4.75X sales, and 14X cash with 22% EPS growth expected in FY19. MLNX 

expects 12.7% revenue growth and 11.3% growth over the next two years driven by higher adoption of their Ethernet and 

InfiniBand products. The company is seeing a higher mix of Ethernet sales with the adapter market growing 20%+ CAGR 

and expected to be a $7B+ opportunity by 2021. MLNX is benefitting from a number of longer-term secular themes in AI, 

machine learning, and big data. Analysts have an average target for shares of $104 with 11 buy ratings and 2 hold ratings. 

Susquehanna positive on 12/19 expecting AI to be a dominant theme in 2019 as automotive headwinds and risks to PC 

shipments cause interest in the sector to shift. Jefferies with a $103 PT calling the company the “arms merchant” to the 

public cloud providers as they build out their IaaS business. MLNX shares dipped last week after hiring a CFO which 

many saw as delaying a potential M&A deal after rumors of Microsoft interest in December. However, Piper says that 

given certain clauses in the hiring, the move seems independent of any transaction. Short interest is 1.5% and down from 

over 9.5% in early 2017. Institutional ownership fell 11.2% last quarter.  

Hawk Vision: 

 

Trading Strategy:  MLNX selling off appears to be an opportunity sitting on 200 MA support and March is 
the area with the most notable open interest to position, upside call spreads making sense such as $92.5/$100. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$$ 


